MI S S I O N
ArtStart inspires artistic creativity and illuminates the connections among people, ideas and the environment through quality arts education experiences for all.

4 EMPLOYEES

35+ TEACHING ARTISTS
REPRESENTING DIVERSE CULTURES AND ART FORMS

5 KEY PROGRAM COLLABORATIONS
- Audubon MN
- Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge
- Saint Paul Civic Symphony
- Lifeworks Resources Inc.
- East Side Neighborhood Services

Youth & Educator Development

2,500
STUDENT PARTICIPANTS IN SCHOOL RESIDENCIES

140
DAYS OF SCHOOL RESIDENCIES LINKING ART WITH ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

12 WEEKS
OF SUMMER ARTS CAMPS FOR AGES 4-17 YEARS INVOLVING

20 ARTISTS

20 SCHOOLS SERVED

75 TEACHER COLLABORATIONS
ArtScraps Creative Materials
Reuse and Idea Center

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL OUR FUNDERS!

Minnesota State Arts Board
Metropolitan Regional Arts Board
National Endowment for the Arts
The City of Saint Paul
Piper Jaffrey
The Saint Paul Men’s Club

EcoArts Fest
525 YOUTH
5 SCHOOLS ATTENDING WITH TEACHERS AND PARENTS

18 EDUCATORS
10 ARTISTS
4 NATURALISTS

INCOME EXPENSE
78% 22%
EDUCATION ARTSCRAPS
70% 30%
PROGRAMMING STAFF & GENERAL OPERATIONS

ScrapMobile Community Workshops
20,000 YOUTH & ADULT PARTICIPANTS SERVED
189 TWO-HOUR ARTFUL REUSE WORKSHOPS
15 ARTISTS

20,000 SHoppers FROM ARTISTS TO FAMILIES TO EDUCATORS
65,000 POUNDS OF SCRAPS AND DISCARDS KEPT OUT OF THE WASTE STREAM
658 CUSTOMERS NEW TO ARTSCRAPS
20 ARTISTS WORKS FEATURED IN ARTSTART’S ARTGALLERY
75 BIRTHDAY PARTIES SPARKING IMAGINATIVE REUSE OF DISCARDS

20,000 SHOPPERS FROM ARTISTS TO FAMILIES TO EDUCATORS
65,000 POUNDS OF SCRAPS AND DISCARDS KEPT OUT OF THE WASTE STREAM
658 CUSTOMERS NEW TO ARTSCRAPS
20 ARTISTS WORKS FEATURED IN ARTSTART’S ARTGALLERY
75 BIRTHDAY PARTIES SPARKING IMAGINATIVE REUSE OF DISCARDS

About ArtStart
NEW INITIATIVES
ARTSTART MEMBERSHIP WITH BENEFITS
TEEN & ADULT CLASSES HELD AT ARTSTART
REFRESH AND REPURPOSE PARTIES FOR ADULTS

CONTACT INFORMATION
651-698-2787
www.artstart.org